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This guide is specific to the manual KenyaEMR upgrade process from KenyaEMR version 17.4.0 (or lower) to version 17.5.0
JUST BEFORE YOU BEGIN!!
To prevent unexpected outcomes and to ensure smooth upgrade, you need to ensure that the facility is running the latest version of KenyaEMR (v.17.4.0) before
attempting to upgrade to this version.
For facilities currently running KenyaEMR v.17.3.2 or lower, please refer to this Guide on how to upgrade to 17.3.3. Obtain a copy of version 17.4.0 and upgrade
before you proceed to upgrade your instance to 17.5.0. Please STRICTLY follow the upgrade procedures as outline in the guideline for best outcomes.
NOTE:
i.
ii.
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The screenshorts used are for illustration purposes of the process, the file names may be dfferent from what you have. Howver the proess remains
as outlined.
KenyaEMR v.17.5.0 is STRICTLY recommended for the facilities that, for some reasons, will not be able to perform a platform upgrade to Ubuntu
20.04LTS

Download the KenyaEMR 17.5.0 upgrade
resources from GitHub repository.
(https://github.com/palladiumkenya/kenyahmisreleases/releases/tag/v39)

Extract and copy the new upgrade package to
your Ubuntu desktop (or Home directory). A
sample package will look as shown →
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Navigate into the upgrade directory
Open the terminal i.e. by pressing the following
combination keys Ctrl+Alt+T
Navigate to the upgrade package folder i.e. by
typing the following
cd upgrade_package_folder [ENTER]
NB: upgrade_package_folder refers to
the name of the upgrade folder containing the
upgrade files.
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Execute the setup shell file:
Type the following and press enter:
sh setup_script.sh [ENTER]
(You will be required to enter admin password
and hit enter)
NB: Wait for the upgrade process to complete.
Open KenyaEMR on the browser once ready and
wait until the system launches.

NOTE: For facilities using remote auto-update feature, execute the auto update feature normally as per the guide on this link:

